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NVD recognizes and highlights the efforts and contributions of PCAF ASBs in the agriculture 
and fishery development processes. 

4th NVD recognizes ASBs as 
champions of farmers’ and 

fisherfolk’s aspirations

The Outstanding Chairpersons 
and Coordinators of the Advisory 
Special Bodies (ASBs) of the 
Philippine Council for Agriculture 
and Fisheries (PCAF) were awarded at 
the 4th National Volunteers’ Day held 
in Cagayan de Oro, Misamis oriental 
on December 6, 2018.

The event was anchored on the 
theme “Volunteers: Championing 
the Filipino farmers’ and fisherfolk’s 
aspirations.” 

The annual National Volunteers’ 
Day (NVD) is part of PCAF’s 
observance of the country’s National 
Volunteer Month.

The ASBs are composed of 
industry-related private sectors and 
government agencies at the national, 
regional, provincial, and municipal 
levels that provide services for the 
formulation of sound policies and 
programs for sustained development.

“As volunteers in the agriculture 
and fishery industry, championing 
the sector is not easy. There will be 
voices that would tell you that you are 
wasting your time, energy, and effort, 

PCAF Exec. Dir. Cayona (left) and Keep Hope Alive Chairperson Gamol 
(right) pose with the winners of the 2018 Outstanding AFC Chairpersons and 
Secretariat-Coordinators. Winners are (2nd to the left) PAFC Chairperson 
Betque, PAFC Secretariat-Coordinator Querubin, RAFC Chairperson Layug, 
MAFC Secretariat-Coordinator Licos, and MAFC Chairperson Patindol (insert).
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c e r t i f i e d
Ensuring that the agri-fishery 

stakeholders can get consistent and 
good quality policy services, the 

Philippine Council for Agriculture 
and Fisheries (PCAF) embarked 
on a series of activities leading 
to the development of its quality 
management system (QMS) that could 
pave the way towards certification by 
the International Organization for 
Standardization (ISO).

ISO sets criteria for 9001:2015 
standard focusing on the QMS that 

can be used by any organization. 
The standard intends to 

increase organization efficiency 
and client satisfaction. The goal of 
the updated standard is to further 
streamline mission-critical tasks and 
information flows and to better align 
quality management with the overall 
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Social Mobilization Section Chief Floreliz Avellana presents the summary of the 2018 
accomplishment reports

PCAF conducted the fourth 
leg of its Areawide Participatory 
Planning Workshop on October 10-
12, 2018 in Tagaytay City to review 
the Agricultural and Fishery Councils 
(AFCs) performances for the past two 
years, identify gaps and issues, and set 
strategies to improve processes.

The activity was also conducted 
to present the 2019 PCAF Plan 
and Budget based on the National 
Expenditure Program (NEP) and to 
generate inputs for the preparation 
of agency’s 2020 Plan and Budget 
Proposal and for the finalization of 
PCAF Strategic Plan.

It was attended by the Regional, 
Provincial, and selected Municipal 
AFCs Chairpersons and Coordinators 
from the Southern Luzon cluster 
(CALABARZON, MIMAROPA, and 
Bicol Region).

In his opening message, 
CALABARZON Regional Executive 
Director Arnel De Mesa, warmly 
welcomed the participants and hoped 
for the success of the said activity. He 
also clarified the issues surrounding 

P C A F - P M K M D  s p e a r h e a d s  a r e a w i d e 
p a r t i c i p a t o r y  p l a n n i n g  w o r k s h o p  f o u r t h  l e g
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Virginia Oanzon, PAFC Chairperson of Sorsogon, presents the rich picture of the PAFC 
Bicol Region
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O p e r a t i o n a l 
M e e t i n g

PCAF through its Partnership 
Development Division (PDD) 
gathered almost 400 Agricultural and 
Fishery Council (AFC) Chairpersons 
and Coordinators for the AFC 
Operational Meeting on December 4, 
2018 at Chali Beach Resort, Cagayan 
de Oro.

The activity was a part of the 
National Volunteers’ Day celebration 
honoring the exemplary performance 
of PCAF’s development partners.

It was conducted to present the CY 
2018 AFC accomplishment reports 
and CY 2019 plans and targets, and 
also to discuss the disposition and 
utilization of Coconut Levy Assets.

PDD Chief Elgie Namia thanked 
the AFCs that despite their age, they 
continuously participate in important 
and vital decision-makings that would 
benefit individual farmer’s lives.

PDD area coordinators presented 
the 2018 accomplishment per 
region in terms of the number of 
consultations/meetings conducted 

and policy resolutions endorsed. 
Juanito Chan, Jr. presented for the 
Luzon A; Ysrael Camacho for Luzon 
B; Heidi Montilla for Visayas; Cindy 
Rose Apostol for Mindanao A; Jerace 
Espinola for Mindanao B; and Floreliz 
Avellana, Social Mobilization Section 
(SMS) Chief, for the summary of the 
reports.

Furthermore, Estrella Tulay, 
Planning, Monitoring, and Knowledge 
Management Division Chief, 
presented the status of monitoring 
activities; Engr. Reynaldo Villanueva, 
Capacity Development Section staff, 
for the AFC trainings; Conchita Del 
Rosario, Volunteer Management 

the production of selected crops in the 
region for everyone’s information.

Furthermore, Partnership 
Development Division (PDD) 
Assistant Division Chief Soledad 
Bernardo and PDD Area Coordinators 
Ysrael Camacho and Charmine Joy 

Esta presented the previous two-
year accomplishments per region in 
terms of the number of consultations/
meetings conducted and policy 
resolutions endorsed.

The highlights of the Budget 

Section Chief, for the AFC support 
activities; and Romeo Royandoyan, 
National Strategic Sectoral Concern 
Committee – Committee on 
Food Staples (NSSCCs-CFS) Vice 
Chairperson for the disposition and 
utilization of coconut levy assets.

In her closing message, PCAF 
Exec. Dir. Sarah Gutierrez- Cayona 
urged the body to continue to craft 
comprehensive policy resolutions and 
to resolve local issues and concerns 
that in the years to come will allow 
our country’s agriculture and fishery 
sector to become more competitive 
and sustainable.  LC
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Turn to page 6 

Women leaders of PCAF’s 
Advisory Special Bodies (ASBs) once 
again gathered to assert recognition 
and equity in leadership positions 
both in government and private 
sectors, as well as in social protection 
during the 2nd ASBs Women Leaders’ 
Summit on November 20, 2018 in 
Quezon City.

“Gender should not be a factor 
in whether or not a person can be a 
great leader. It always depends on the 
individual strengths and personality 
traits. Unfortunately, even in our 
ASBs, the difference can be seen,” 
PCAF Executive Director Sarah 
Gutierrez-Cayona revealed to almost 

A S B s  w o m e n  l e a d e r s  p u s h  f o r  e q u i t y  i n  g o v ’ t  a n d 
p r i v a t e  s e c t o r s ,  a d v o c a t e s  s o c i a l  p r o t e c t i o n
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N a t ’ l  W a t e r  F o r u m  c a l l s  o u t  f o r  s t r o n g e r 
m u l t i - s t a k e h o l d e r  e n g a g e m e n t  t o 

t r a n s f o r m  p o l i c y  i n t o  a c t i o n
Some two hundred representatives 

from the water industry, both 
from government and private 
sectors pitched in their proposed 
recommendations and collective 
actions to address the water challenges 
in the agriculture and fisheries sector 
during the National Water Forum on 
October 23 to 24, 2018 in Quezon 
City.

Initiated by PCAF’s Committee 
on Climate Change (CCC), the two-
day forum aimed to identify policy 
and practice gaps through plenary 
and thematic sessions arranged into 
separate discussion tracks to generate 
immediate actions and collective 
initiatives from the government and 
the whole of the society.

“The aim of this forum is not just 
to be able to come up with workable, 
doable and actionable policy 
recommendations, but we are also 
looking for strategies and solutions for 
water challenges for the agri-fisheries 
sector,” said PCAF Executive Director 
Sarah Gutierrez-Cayona.

Guided by the forum’s theme 
“Transforming Policy into Action”, the 
participants were divided into three 
groups to discuss thematic sessions, 
which includes Water and food 
Security Nexus Challenge, Innovative 
and Sustainable Freshwater and 
Aquaculture Practices, and Climate 
Resilient and Innovative Technologies.

The forum also increased the 
awareness of the industry stakeholders 
on key challenge areas and emerging 
issues by presenting evidence-based 

Sec. Piñol shows to the National Water Forum participants a new irrigation system, one 
of DA’s good practice model, where he emphasized the importance of adopting low 
cost, more farmer and fisherfolks-friendly, appropriate technology.

and science-based updates on water 
scenarios through inviting water-
related industry experts.

The mix of expert-led 
presentations focused on water 
quality control, use, regulation and 
management. The resource persons 
also answered queries and clarified 
issues on the plenary and break-out 
sessions.

“One of the key challenges is 

Climate Change and the situation 
is urgent. Climate Change disrupts 
agricultural productivity and 
competitiveness. It affects aspects of 
food security, from availability to price 
stability,” said CCC Vice Chairperson 
Hazel Tanchuling.

The CCC is one of the eight 
National Sectoral and Strategic 
Concerns Committees (NSSCCs) of 
PCAF.

PCAF Exec. Dir. Sarah Gutierrez-Cayona addresses the participants of the ASBs 
Women Leader Summit. 
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but I tell you don’t listen to it. Instead 
you have to listen to the small voice 
that says ‘May magagawa ako at 
kailangan ko itong isagawa’”,  said 
PCAF Executive Director Sarah 
Gutierrez-Cayona.

Northern Mindanao Regional 
Executive Director Carlene Collado 
commended the ASBs in their 
effort to champion the aspiration 
of farmers and fisherfolks as it 
“sums up their fervor in serving 
the industry”. He also noted that 
the accomplishments of the ASBs 
serve as inspiration on how the 
government can address the multi-
challenges of the industry. 

The celebration also highlighted 
the awarding of the Outstanding 
AFC Chairpersons and Secretariat-
Coordinators. On the other hand, 
it is also a venue to give proper and 
due recognition on the volunteer-
partners who have rendered 

4th NVD...
from page 1

exemplary contributions and 
services to the Council.

Outreach activities a day before 
the NVD were also pursued during 
the event. It includes medical 
mission in Marawi City, feeding 
activity for the children in the 
orphanage and elderly in the caring 
centers in Cagayan de Oro. An 
exhibit featuring the past winners of 
the Outstanding AFC Chairpersons 
and Secretariat-Coordinators were 
also displayed outside the venue.

Honoring the exceptional works of 
the AFCs

The announcement of the 
winners of this year’s Outstanding 
AFC Chairpersons and Outstanding 
AFC Secretariat-Coordinators 
sparks inspirations and renews 
confidence among the current and 
new AFC volunteers to do more and 
give their best. 

Evelia Licos of Sablayan, 
Mindoro Occidental bagged the 
Outstanding Municipal AFC 
(MAFC) Secretariat-Coordinator. 
During her term as MAFC 
Secretariat-Coordinator, she 
developed a close relationship with 
the MAFC members that inspired 
the latter to be more active in 
the conduct of its activities. Her 
resourcefulness earned her the 
respect of the council members.

Marcelino Patindol of Claveria, 
Misamis Oriental is this year’s 
Outstanding MAFC Chairperson. 
Among his initiated and adopted 
Resolutions were Resolution 
number 001, series of 2017, 
which requested the municipal 
government of Claveria to pass an 
ordinance mandating the farmer 
constituents to set aside five to 10 
percent of their farmland to be 
planted with crops that are Climate 
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Change resilient.
Redempta Querubin of Quezon 

Province garnered this year’s 
Outstanding Provincial AFC (PAFC) 
Secretariat-Coordinator. She has 
been instrumental in making the 
PAFC an active and effective partner 
of the provincial government in 
agricultural development planning, 
project implementation and 
monitoring, policy formulation, 
and selection and validation of 
Quezon Medalyang Awardees for 
over 25 years.

Aurelio Betque of Sultan 
Kudarat got the Outstanding PAFC 
Chairperson award. He initiated 
PAFC Resolution number 03, series 
of 2016 recommending former 
President Simeon Benigno Aquino 
III to grant real estate tax amnesty 
to El Niño-affected farmers in 
2016. As a result, the Sangguniang 
Panlalawigan (SP) of South 

Cotabato issued an SP Ordinance 
Number 579 extending the tax relief 
to delinquent real property owners 
with respect to interest.

As one of the prime movers in 
the inception of the AFC which 
started in Northern Mindanao, Prof. 
Edgardo Layug was chosen as this 
year’s Outstanding Regional AFC 
(RAFC) Chairperson. He led the 
gatherings of small group of farmer 
key leaders to discuss issues on rice 
and corn production and other crop 
price stability which eventually led to 
the creation of the AFC which then 
replicated nationwide.

New categories revealed  
Aside from the annual 

awards given to remarkable AFC 
chairpersons and secretariat-
coordinators, PCAF announced 
two new categories. These are the 
Outstanding NSSCC Chairpersons 

and the Outstanding ASBs Women 
Leaders.

The Outstanding NSSCC 
Chairpersons aims to recognize and 
provide awards for the outstanding 
accomplishments of the ASBs at the 
national level.

The Search will cover the 
chairpersons of all the committees 
and its sub-committees. 

Furthermore, the Outstanding 
ASBs Women Leaders also aims to 
encourage women participation in 
the decision-making processes by 
stimulating their interest to take on 
and assume on leadership positions 
in an environment dominated by 
men. The nominees must not be 
a national winner of the Search 
for Outstanding Rural Women, 
Outstanding AFC Chairperson 
or Gawad Saka. (See www.pcaf.
da.gov.ph for the criteria and other 
qualifications)  JC
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ASBs women...
from page 3

a hundred ASBs women leaders in the 
audience.

The Executive Director said 
that currently, there are 3,130 ASB 
officers nationwide and only 29% or 
930 women occupy the leadership 
position.

Considering this scenario, PCAF 
adopted the United Nations’ theme 
“Sustainable Infrastructure, Services 
and Social Protection for Gender 
Equality and Empowerment for 
Women and Girls” as it encourages to 
take on leadership roles and calls for 
better public services including health 
care, education, childcare, and shelter.

PCAF Gender and Development 
Focal Person Estrella Tulay stressed 
that the Summit challenges the ASBs 
women leaders to influence the 
decisions that will shape their lives and 
their livelihood by coming up with 
policy resolutions and policy agenda 
that will address the issues affecting 
women in the agriculture sector. 

PCAF-PMKMD...
from page 2

She also discussed plastic waste 
management particularly marine 
plastic pollution, also labelled as 
ocean’s biggest challenge. 

Agriculture Undersecretary 
and DA GAD Focal Point System 
Chairperson Evelyn Laviña also 
suggested to the participants “to write 
a resolution appealing to the lending 
institutions to be gender sensitive” 
pointing out that wives should also 
be allowed to borrow from these 
institutions, not only the husbands.

Aside from its adherence to 
Republic Act 9710 or the Magna 
Carta for Women, the summit 
was part of PCAF’s goal of broad-
based membership that facilitates 
participation and equitable 
representation of women in all spheres 
in society, particularly in decision-
making and policymaking processes 
in the government and private entity.

The summit also highlighted the 
importance of women’s roles as agents 

and beneficiaries of development of 
their chosen industry.

On the other hand, the participants 
were updated on the Department of 
Agriculture GAD fund allocations 
and acquired opportunities through 
GoNegosyo available programs for 
women entrepreneurs and their 
organizations.

Aside from caring for the 
environment, the Summit also 
presented discussions on health and 
wellness.

Resource speakers also shared 
their best practices, learnings and 
experiences as women leaders in 
both government offices and in 
organizations, and as women farmer 
entrepreneur.

The Summit expected the 
participants to use all their gained 
knowledge to come up with policy 
resolutions that will benefit their 
fellow women leaders when they get 
back to their respective regions.  JC

Reform Program were discussed by 
Budget Section Chief Jose Redentor 
Besenio. In his presentation, he 
highlighted that the program aims 
to fully execute the budget to deliver 
goods and services which promotes 
growth and reduces poverty. He also 
emphasized the shift of the program 
from obligation-based to cash-based 
appropriations.

Moreover, the PCAF FY 2019 Plan 
and Budget based on the NEP was 
presented by Planning, Monitoring, 
and Knowledge Management Division 
OIC-Assistant Division Chief Cleofas 
Ventic, where she discussed the 
targets of PCAF operating units to 
be pursued with the development 
partners in 2019.

Three creative planning workshops
The activity was composed of 

three creative workshops where 
participants were grouped by region.

The first workshop was called 
“Rich Picture.” This activity allowed 
the participants to illustrate the issues, 
gaps, and challenges that hamper 
the operations of the AFCs, and to 
determine the strategies needed in 
order to address the issues identified.

As an introduction to the next 
workshop, PMKMD Chief Estrella 
Tulay discussed the strategic 
framework crafted by the PCAF 
operating units.

The second workshop was the 
“Strategy Café.” The workshop aimed 
to determine new specific and smarter 

strategies to make AFCs more effective 
mechanisms for private sector 
participation in the development 
processes.

The third and last workshop 
activity was to plot their monthly 
schedule activities for 2019. The 
output of the activity will be uploaded 
to Google Calendar that is linked on 
PCAF’s website to avoid conflicting 
schedules and ensure accomplishment 
of physical and financial targets.

In his closing remarks, PCAF 
Deputy Executive Director John 
Pagaduan urged the participants 
to continue to work together as 
one collective unit in building a 
strong foundation for the country’s 
agriculture and fishery sector.

NSSCCs Participatory Planning 
Workshop

On the other hand, the National 
Sectoral and Strategic Concerns 
Committee (NSSCCs) conducted 
their participatory planning workshop 
on November 7-9, 2018 at Savannah 
Resort Hotel, Angeles City, Pampanga.

The activity was conducted 
with the same program to the AFCs 
planning workshop. However, on their 
“Rich Picture” and “Strategy Café” 
activity, along with the determined 
issues on their operations and 
proposed activities for 2020, NSSCCs 
also identified issues and challenges 
of each sector and suggested topics 
for evaluative and policy studies, 
respectively.  LC

Committee on Commercial Crops illustrates the identified issues of the sector during 
the rich picture workshop
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Nat’l Water...
from page 3

Tanchuling also said that 
the successful management and 
stewardship of the country’s water 
resources is key to Food Security 
and vital to achieving a sustainable, 
resilient, progressive and productive 
agriculture and fisheries sector that 
is align to Agriculture Secretary 
Emmanuel Piñol’s vision of Food 
Security.

Sec. Piñol also challenged 
the participants pointing that the 
Philippines is “an archipelago 
surrounded by water and have many 
water bodies, yet we are experiencing 
the challenge of diminishing water 
availability (and) increasing water 
scarcity. The time has come, something 
must be done.”

Among the recommendations 
and collective actions raised 
during the discussion tracks, the 
participants shared their approval 
to mobilize stakeholders to support 
for policy advocacy particularly 
for the proposed bills on natural 
resources and water governance, and 
to increase the budget allocation for 
appropriate irrigation systems, river 
basin management and integrated 
water resource management. (See 
graphics for more recommendations 
and collective actions.)

They also agreed to enhance 
capacities, engage and measure 
continuous participation of Local 
Government Units on water 
governance for sustainable water 
resources, water security, and food 
security.

The participants also include 
in their proposal the start of public 
education to inform and enhance 
awareness of the public on Climate 
Change, its impacts on their lives, 
livelihoods and the future of their 
communities. 

There were also suggestion to use 
storm water for agricultural purposes. 
The Secretary also shared the same 
thoughts on using storm water where 
he mentioned that in other countries, 
storm water use for agriculture and 
other purposes is already mainstream.

“Yet in our country, na kung baga 
mayaman tayo hindi lamang doon sa 
natural na tubig sa itaas at ibaba, pero 
maski sa tubig ng bagyo at baha hindi 
pa natin sya ginagamit productively,” 
said Sec. Piñol.

A group of participants expressed 
their belief that a stronger local 
community-based action initiatives 
can fight the impacts of Climate 
Change while securing the water and 
food security. 

The participants also reiterated 

•Mobilize stakeholder support for policy 
advocacy particularly for the proposed 
bills on natural resources and water 
governance
•Increase of budget allocation for 
appropriate irrigation systems, river 
basin management and integrated water 
resource management (IWRM)
•Advocate for issuance of guidelines/
ordinances on utilization of surface water 
more than groundwater for aquaculture 
and agriculture
•Accelerate implementation of Climate 
Change and water resource management 
initiatives or programs by ensuring 
the passage of local water ordinances 
and development of local programs for 
addressing Climate Change impacts and 
ensuring water and food security

•Monitoring the implementation of 
the recommendations and collective 
actions for sustainable soil and water 
management by establishing a monitoring 
mechanism/tool for all the stages of 
project implementation.

•Undertaking Information, Education 
and Communication (IEC) campaigns 
and public education to inform and 
enhance awareness of the public on 
Climate Change, its impact on their 
lives/livelihoods and future of their 
communities
•Strengthen availability, access and use 
of climate-related data and projections 
and integrate and use climate 
projections in development of plans and 
programs
•Widely disseminate the standards 
(e.g. Philippine National Standards for 
Good Agriculture Practices [GAP], Good 
Aquaculture Practices [GAqP], etc.)

•Cultural sensitivity training or cultural 
awareness for Indigenous People’s 
Rights Act (IPRA) and the customs and 
traditions on IP areas/watersheds.
•Higher Education Institutions (HEIs), 
research institutions and regional 
research networks to prioritize 
agriculture, water and water related 
concerns/issues in their research 
agenda/platform
•Strengthen interagency, relevant 
institutions (private and public) and 
resource networks mechanisms 
for technology transfer, information 
dissemination, knowledge, experience-
sharing and popularization of research 
findings.

Ribbon cutting ceremony of the Knowledge and Learning Fair lead by DA Assistant 
Secretary for Operations Waldo Carpio and PCAF Exec. Dir. Sarah Gutierrez-Cayona. 
They were assisted by PCAF-CCC Vice Chairperson Hazel Tanchuling (left), Former 
Usec. Ernesto Ordoñez (2nd right), and BSWM Dir. Angel Enriquez (right).

•Enhance capacities, engage and 
measure continuous/sustained 
participation of Local Government Units 
on water governance for sustainable water 
resources/water security and food security
•Protect and maintain soil health 
and quality by promoting adoption of 
appropriate management practices (e.g. 
permaculture, regenerative agriculture, 
silvi pasture, etc.) to protect/maintain good 
soil and water quality

their call on the passage of the 
National Land Use Act which will 
institute a national land use policy 
that will address the country’s land 
use for food, housing business, and 
environmental conservation efforts.

PCAF-Policy Development and 
Coordination Division consolidated 

all the generated recommendations 
and will be crafted as policy resolutions 
and policy action agenda.

Aside from the forum, a Knowledge 
and Learning Fair also displayed 
various learning and informational 
materials from participating agencies. 
 JC

NATIONAL WATER FORUM 
WORKSHOP OUTPUT SUMMARY

ADVOCACY MONITORING

CAPACITY 
DEVELOPMENT

INFORMATION AND KNOWLEDGE 
MANAGEMENT

Data courtesy of PCAF-PDCD
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p o l i c y  a g e n d a
As a follow through of participatory 

planning workshop of the National 
Sectoral and Strategic Concerns 
Committees (NSSCCs) chairpersons 
and members, a policy agenda setting 
was conducted on November 27, 2018 
in Quezon City.

Facilitated by the PCAF, through its 
Policy Development and Coordination 
Division (PDCD), the workshop aimed 
to gather additional inputs from the 
industry stakeholders to come up with 
effective policy proposals that will 
address current and emerging issues.

Exec. Dir. Sarah Gutierrez-Cayona 
welcomed the NSSCC members and 
expressed her gratitude for their 
continued support and commitment 
to the agency. “Let’s listen to the small 
voice na nagsasabing gawin natin ang 
nararapat at kaya nating gawin,” Cayona 
said.   

Meanwhile, PDCD Acting Chief 
Julieta Opulencia presented the 
rationale and the expected output of the 
activity. “Agriculture and fishery policy 
service is the agency’s major final output 
(MFO). Dito tinitingnan ng Department 
of Budget and Management ang 
accomplishment ng PCAF,” emphasized 
by Opulencia.

The policy resolutions 
recommended by the NSSCCs to 
the concerned government agencies 
and private entities, with PDCD 
serving as secretariat, constitute to 
the accomplishment of agency’s MFO 
which is the agriculture and fishery 
policy service.         

Afterwards, Planning, Monitoring 
and Knowledge Management Division 
(PMKMD) OIC-Assistant Chief Cleofas 
Ventic presented the outputs of sectoral 
committee representatives during the 
participatory planning workshop held 
a couple of weeks earlier in Clark, 
Pampanga. 

The output will serve as a guide 
for the PDCD in crafting the FY 2020 
plan and budget proposals as well as in 
finalizing the agency’s strategic plan. The 
new activities and strategies identified 
will also be considered in the crafting of 
PCAF’s tier 2 proposal for FY 2020.

PMKMD OIC-Asst. Chief Ventic 
also presented the priority areas of 
concern for the conduct of evaluative 
and policy studies which would become 
part of the agency’s target next year. 

After the presentation of NSSCCs 
participatory planning workshop 
output, all concerned industry 
stakeholders were then grouped 
according to their sectoral committee 
affiliation. From the list of identified 
issues and concerns, the participants 
were tasked to prioritized policy agenda 
that will be discussed during sectoral 
meetings and public consultations next 
year.

Among the identified issues and 
concerns, the NSSCCs highlighted 
the following; lack or unreliability of 
production data, limited collaborations 
of NSSCCs and the Agricultural and 
Fishery Councils, and inadequate 
technical secretariat support from 
PCAF.

Committee Chairpersons presided 
the round-table discussion while 
the PDCD staff documented the 
highlights and agreements. Matrices of 
sectoral issues and concerns from the 
participatory planning workshop were 
provided as reference for discussion of 
concerned committees.  JD

organizational management.
This standard also promotes 

strong customer focus, motivation 
and implication of top management, 
process approach, and continual 
improvement.

During the early part of 2014, 
PCAF initiated the development 
of its QMS under the leadership of 
former Executive Director, Engr. 
Ariel Cayanan, who is now an 
Undersecretary for Operations at 
the Department of Agriculture. 
Based on the recommendation of 
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the Development Academy of the 
Philippines, the agency concentrates in 
the crafting of its QMS in preparation 
for the ISO certification, before working 
on the proposed monitoring and 
evaluation management system. 

Then in 2018, PCAF, led by 
Exec. Dir. Sarah Gutierrez-Cayona, 
commissioned the TUV Rheinland 
Philippines, an accredited certifying 
body of the ISO to validate the agency’s 
customer requirements and quality 
approaches based on the prescribed 
standards for ISO 9001:2015.

Finally, on December 14, 2018, 
PCAF was awarded the ISO 9001:2015 
certificate after years of rigorous 
preparations and compliance with the 
requirements. The PCAF management 
and its employees were in celebratory 
mood for this milestone. The year 2018 
ended with enthusiasm and jubilation 
as everyone contributed in making 
PCAF an ISO-certified government 
agency. The photo above shows PCAF 
Exec. Dir. Cayona and Deputy Exec. 
Dir. John Pagaduan receiving the ISO 
9001:2015 certification.   JD


